giejo's swimwear doesn’t match but isn’t supposed to

While Gabby Sabharwal’s swimwear line, Giejo, is made up of just six tops and bottoms (like, total), its styling possibilities are much more extensive than you’d think.

Designed to be mixed and matched, the print-heavy separates (floral, striped, tie-dye) easily morph into combinations either pretty and delicate or bold and punchy.

Our favorite is a little of both—the sweet lavender top mixed with the more aggressive green and black bottom. But regardless of the pairing you pick, one thing’s always true: by choosing your own special blend of tops and bottoms, your already-cool swimsuit becomes even more individual and distinct.

To choose your own combination, click through the slideshow below, then shop them here. (Tops start at $78, bottoms at $96.)